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FYI.To: PRESHIST @ AOL.COM @ INTERNET @ interliantcc: From: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB Date: 03/10/98 11:03:31 

AMSubject: Bob ClarkHenry,The e-mail you requested is attached below. Bob Clark called yesterday and made 

a nuisance of himself and gave Eileen a hard time. Fortunately, the issue now seems to have gone away -- at 

least we hope. The awkward issue for us is that this is not really an item for us to address. It is the Vice 

President's issue, and we don't control his agenda. We told Clark that if he had a question on this, he should 

speak to the White House. (We don't want the White House to think that if it does a favor for us that we are 

going to run to the press rather than let them decide how and when the issue will be announced.) Clark 

responded by saying to Eileen -- "well, if you don't tell me, I am going to start calling all of the Board members 

until I get answers to my questions." He then said, that he knows the editor of the Minneapolis newspaper and 

that the editor could get Jack to answer his questions. After Clark gave that message, Eileen and I thought we 

should contact the Board members to let them know that Clark might be calling.To: INTERNET-BOARDcc: 

From: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB Date: 03/09/98 07:20:52 PMSubject: Bob ClarkEileen has spoken to some of you 

about her call from Bob Clark regarding the Gore-Chernomyrdin talks. We need to be very careful about this 

because the State Department has gone out on a limb for us and they probably will not want to be undercut 

by us on this matter. We should not be disclosing publicly our confidential communications with the State 

Department. We are telling Clark that we have "no comment" on this and that this is an issue that should be 

addressed by the White House or by the Vice President. We still have no "official" communication from the 

State Department on this issue.Please call if you have any questions. And, as always, it helps a great deal if we 

can coordinate such issues in advance rather than undertake damage control after the cat is out of the bag.
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